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Abstract 
A new, low-frequency, rectangular waveguide-based electromagnetic material 
characterization technique is developed that will reduce the test sample size in two 
dimensions realizing up to 75 percent reduction in sample cross-sectional area.  To 
achieve this, custom made, reduced aperture, sample holder flanges were used that reduce 
the waveguide’s excessive cross-sectional dimensions, resulting in reduced sample 
fabrication costs.  Additionally, MatLab® code was developed to implement the 
rigorously derived modal-analysis solution that accommodates induced, higher-order 
transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes and accurately extract the reduced test 
sample’s constitutive parameters.   
Experimental results using various test samples are compared to known, full-
aperture measurements for both the reduced aperture waveguide configurations to verify 
the theoretical analysis.  A differential error analysis is also performed for each 
configuration in an attempt to estimate the error associated with test sample thickness, 
aperture dimensions, and sample placement uncertainties. 
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EFFICIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION VIA 
2-D RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE REDUCTION  
 
1. Introduction 
 The technique used to measure a material’s constitutive parameters (complex 
permittivity & permeability) depends on many factors such as: frequency, sample size, 
temperature and sample fabrication requirements for example.  The goal of the 
electromagnetic characterization technique is to effectively record the material’s complex 
permittivity and permeability across a certain band of frequencies.  Permittivity describes 
how susceptible a material is to becoming polarized when exposed to an external electric 
field.  Similarly, permeability describes how susceptible a material is to becoming 
polarized when exposed to an external magnetic field.  Both permittivity and 
permeability are complex quantities where the real part accounts for a material’s ability 
to store energy and the imaginary part accounts for the material’s loss mechanisms due to 
microscopic dampening forces.  
 Determining the constitutive parameters of lower-frequency materials using 
standard rectangular waveguide testing techniques [1]-[5]  requires the test sample to 
completely fill the cross-sectional dimensions of the waveguide.  To accommodate low 
frequencies, the test waveguide dimensions can be on the order of a meter or more.  This 
implies the test sample’s cross-sectional area must be large to completely fill the 
waveguide.   
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 The resources required to manufacture such large test samples are costly, making 
the task of characterizing low-frequency electromagnetic materials expensive.  
Furthermore, machining and fitting large test samples into the waveguide can be 
extremely difficult as the samples can be thin and may require supporting structures to 
facilitate measurement (i.e. sandwich sample between known materials) so as to maintain 
the planar rigidity requirement [1]-[5].  Because material development is an iterative 
process, the cost, effort, and time needed to electromagnetically characterize low-
frequency prototype materials can make the task exorbitantly expensive.   
 Recent efforts [10] to minimize the sample fabrication requirements of low-
frequency material characterization using rectangular waveguides have yielded a method 
that allows the test waveguide to be reduced in width only, which makes the test sample 
size narrower, hence less cross-sectional surface area.  The advantage of this technique is 
that it alleviates sample size requirements by utilizing a rigorous modal-analysis 
technique. However, a limitation of this technique is that the sample size is minimized in 
only one dimension (i.e. width), which still maintains somewhat of a burden on sample 
machining and expensive material resources.  Other well-known approaches to address 
the sample size problem are the longitudinal section electric and longitudinal section 
magnetic methods [6],[7].  Although these approaches realize a reduced sample size, they 
require solving transcendental equations, have problems associating correct modes with 
the respective propagation constants, and can be very sensitive to the initial guess 
selection for the constitutive parameters. 
 This thesis proposes a technique that reduces the waveguide structure in two 
dimensions symmetric about the rectangular waveguide’s transverse axes and solves for 
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the constitutive parameters via rigorous modal analysis and root searching algorithms.  
This technique will significantly reduce the expenditures and time associated with low-
frequency material characterization.  
1.1 Problem Statement 
Measuring the constitutive parameters of materials at low frequencies using a 
rectangular waveguide-based apparatus demands that the sample under test (SUT) 
completely fill the waveguide’s cross-sectional area if conventional methods such as the 
NWR (Nicholson-Wier-Ross) technique are to be used [1]-[4].  The NWR method 
assumes that the SUT is linear, homogeneous, isotropic, and that its surface planes are 
normal with respect to the incident wave’s propagation vector.  Because the SUT 
completely fills the waveguide’s cross-section, there are no waveguide wall 
discontinuities.  This implies that higher-order modes are not excited, leaving only the 
dominate TE10 (transverse electric) mode to propagate.  However, low-frequency 
waveguides require large sample sizes, which can be very expensive and difficult to 
machine 
The main focus of this work is to remove the requirement that the SUT 
completely fill the waveguide’s cross-section and that the SUT only fill a two-
dimensional waveguide reduction aperture.  However, this reduced aperture sample 
holder disrupts the conventional waveguide wall surface currents and subsequently 
generates higher order (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes.  A rigorous modal 
analysis technique can be used to accommodate these higher-order TE and TM modes and 
will yield theoretical S-parameters that can be ported into a root searching and 
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optimization algorithm for iterative comparison with experimentally measured S-
parameters leading to the SUT’s frequency dependent constitutive parameters.   
1.2 Limitations 
Reducing the waveguide’s cross-section by a near perfect electric conducting 
reduced aperture minimizes the transmitted power.  This effect can potentially drive 
transmission coefficients down to the noise floor of the network analyzer and can be 
further complicated if the SUT is a high-loss material.  The phenomenon will corrupt the 
constitutive parameter extraction process, which is critical to the proposed technique.  
The error analysis conducted within this effort will provide a better understanding of 
these limitations.  
1.3 Scope 
The work detailed in this thesis revolves around reducing an S-band waveguide 
cross-sectional area by 25%, 50%, and 75% with the reduced aperture having the same 
aspect ratio as the feeding waveguide.  For example, the S-band waveguide used in this 
thesis has a width of 2.84 in. and height of 1.34 in. resulting in a cross-sectional area of 
3.8056 in2.  Reducing the waveguide’s cross-sectional area by 25% implies that the 
reduced aperture will be 2.46 in. in width and 1.16 in. in height.   These test 
configurations serve as a “proof-of-concept” that can later be applied to lower-frequency 
waveguide configurations.  The materials characterized within this effort are self-
supporting, meaning that they are not “sandwiched” between materials to maintain planar 
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rigidity.  The analysis and programs developed by this effort are scalable and lend nicely 
to low-frequency material characterization via a user-friendly, graphical user interface 
driven program coded in Matlab®. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background needed for later development and 
focuses on transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes in perfectly conducting 
rectangular waveguides and wave transmission matrices for analysis of multi-layer 
environments.  Chapter 3 derives the modal-analysis technique that allows a smaller test 
sample to be mounted in a large waveguide and still determine the constitutive 
parameters of the material at the desired frequencies.  Chapter 4 presents experimental 
results that verify the modal-analysis technique.  In addition, a differential error analysis 
related to uncertainties in measuring test sample thickness and placement within the 
sample holder is conducted in Chapter 4 to form error bounds on the extracted material 
parameters.  Finally, a set of conclusions and recommendations for future research are 
given in Chapter 5. 
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2. Background 
This chapter will derive the transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) 
fields that exist within a perfectly conducting rectangular waveguide and their respective 
modes.  Next, the wave transmission matrices for both a single layer and multiple layers 
of material will be formulated and will be used in subsequent chapters. 
2.1 TE and TM Modes of a Rectangular Waveguide 
Because rectangular waveguides do not possess a center conductor, they cannot 
support transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves [6], [7], but they can support both TE 
and/or TM waves.  As will be shown, there are an infinite number of discrete solutions for 
both TE and TM waves that can potentially exist in rectangular waveguides.  The TE10 
field configuration is the dominate mode in a rectangular waveguide [6]-[9], and 
therefore was used as the excitation in all measurements associated with this thesis. 
To identify the TE and TM mode solutions for the rectangular waveguide, it is 
mathematically convenient to separate the electric and magnetic field intensities ( E  and 
H ) into transverse and longitudinal components.  The transverse components for this 
application lie in the x-y plane and the longitudinal components lie along the z-axis (see 
Figure 2.1).   
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Figure 2-1 Cross-sectional dimensions of the rectangular waveguide 
 
For forward and reverse traveling waves, the electric and magnetic fields can be 
represented in the rectangular coordinate system as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z,z ,    ,    ez zt z tE r E E z z E z e e z eγ γρ ρ ρ ρ ρ= = ± = ±∓ ∓  (2.1) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),z ,    ,    z zt z t zH r H H z z H z h e z h eγ γρ ρ ρ ρ ρ= = ± + = ± +∓ ∓  (2.2) 
where ( )te ρ  and ( )ze ρ  represent the transverse and longitudinal components of the 
electric field respectively, and     r x x y y z z z zρ= + + = +   with    x x y yρ = + .  
Similarly, ( )th ρ  and ( )zh ρ  represent the transverse and longitudinal components of the 
magnetic field, respectively.  Assuming an j te ω  time dependence, the negative 
exponential is associated with the forward-traveling wave and the positive exponential is 
associated with the reverse- traveling wave.  The propagation constant γ  is defined 
through the well-known separation-of-variables constraint equation [7], namely 
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2
2 2 2 2 2 2
ck
x y ck k k kγ γ= + − = −  
2 2
ck kγ∴ = −  
(2.3) 
where  
complex complexk ω ε μ=  , complex real imaginaryjε ε ε= + , and complex real imaginaryjμ μ μ= +  
Note: 
The “complex” subscript will be suppressed throughout the remainder of this manuscript 
for notational convenience. 
 
2.1.1 Maxwell’s Equations 
The basic forms of Maxwell’s equations for a linear, homogeneous, isotropic 
material are (with j te ω  assumed and suppressed) 
iE M j Hωμ∇× = − −  (2.4) 
i cH J J j Eωε∇× = + +  (2.5) 
evqE
ε
∇ =i  
(2.6) 
mvqH
μ
∇ =i  
(2.7) 
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where 
electric field intensity (volts/meter)
impressed (source) magnetic current density (volts/square meter)
magnetic field intensity (amperes/meter)
impressed (source) electric current 
i
i
E
M
H
J
=
=
=
= density (amperes/square meter)
conduction electric current density (amperes/square meter)
electric charge density (coulombs/cubic meter)
magnetic charge density (webers/cubic meters)
c
ev
mv
J
q
q
=
=
=
 
In a source-free region of the waveguide, Maxwell’s equations reduce to 
E j Hωμ∇× = −  (2.8) 
H j Eωε∇× =  (2.9) 
0E∇ =i  (2.10)
0H∇ =i  (2.11)
 
Now that Maxwell’s equations have been properly configured for the sample 
holder region inside the rectangular waveguide, E  and H  can be replaced by their 
transverse and longitudinal representations as derived in (2.1) and (2.2), respectively.  If 
the “del” operator is decomposed into its transverse and longitudinal components as 
follows   
                                         t z z
∂
∇ = ∇ +
∂
 
 
xt
x y
y
∂ ∂
⇒∇ = +
∂ ∂
 
(2.12)
then, Maxwell’s equations simplify to the following expressions  
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( ) ( ) t t ze z j hρ ωμ ρ∇ × = −   …for TE modes (2.13a)
( ) 0t te ρ∇ × =   …for TM modes (2.13b)
( ) ( )t tz e j hγ ρ ωμ ρ× =  …for TE modes (2.14a)
( ) ( ) ( )t z t tz e z e j hρ γ ρ ωμ ρ×∇ + × =  for TM modes (2.14b)
( ) 0t th ρ∇ × =  for TE modes (2.15a)
( ) ( )t t zh j eρ ωε ρ∇ × =   for TM modes (2.15b)
( ) ( ) ( )t z t tz h z h j eρ γ ρ ωε ρ×∇ + × = −  for TE modes (2.16a)
( ) ( )t tz h j eγ ρ ωε ρ× = −  for TM modes (2.16b)
( ) 0t te ρ∇ • =  for TE modes (2.17a)
( ) ( )t t ze eρ γ ρ∇ • =  for TM modes (2.17b)
( ) ( )t t zh hρ γ ρ∇ • =  for TE modes (2.18a)
( ) 0t th ρ∇ • =  for TM modes (2.18b)
 
2.1.2 Helmholtz Wave Equation 
By inspecting (2.13) thru (2.16), it is evident that the electric and magnetic fields 
are coupled.  For our application, it is necessary to uncouple the fields and relate the 
transverse and longitudinal components.  The penalty for uncoupling the two fields is that 
the order of differentiation will be increased by one, resulting in the familiar Helmholtz 
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wave equation.  To accomplish this task, we start by taking the curl of both sides of (2.8), 
which yields 
( )E j H j Hωμ ωμ∇×∇× = ∇×− = − ∇×   
Using the vector identity  ( ) 2E E E∇×∇× = ∇ ∇ −∇i   and substituting (2.9) for the curl 
of magnetic field intensity ( H∇× ) provides 
( ) ( )2 2 2E E j j E E k Eωμ ωε ω με∇ ∇ −∇ = − = =i   
Now, substituting (2.10) for the divergence of the electric field intensity ( E∇i ), letting  
2 2k ω με=   (k is the complex wave number), and transposing either term gives the 
Helmholtz wave equation for an electric field 
2 2 0E k E∇ + =  (2.19)
The procedure used in this section can also be applied to (2.9) to produce 
2 2 0H k H∇ + =  (2.20) 
 
2.1.3 Helmholtz Wave Equation Applied to Rectangular Waveguide 
To identify the TE and TM mode solutions for the rectangular waveguide, the 
Helmholtz equations are separated into transverse and longitudinal components, as 
follows  
( ) ( )2 2 0t t c te k eρ ρ∇ + =  (2.21) 
( ) ( )2 2 0t z c ze k eρ ρ∇ + =  (2.22) 
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( ) ( )2 2 0t t c th k hρ ρ∇ + =  (2.23) 
( ) ( )2 2 0t z c zh k hρ ρ∇ + =  (2.24) 
                                               where: 2 2 2ck kγ= +  
 
For the TE case where ( ) 0ze ρ = , ( )th ρ  can be found in terms of ( )zh ρ  by 
taking the transverse curl of (2.15a), applying the vector identity (a.k.a. “back cab” rule)  
( ) ( ) ( )A B C B A C C A B× × = • − • ,  substituting  ( ) ( )t t zh hρ γ ρ∇ • = ,  then substituting  
( ) ( )2 2t t c th k hρ ρ∇ = −   from (2.23).  Solving for ( )th ρ  using simple algebra provides the 
following result 
( ) ( )2t t z
c
h h
k
γρ ρ= − ∇  
(2.25) 
Now, that ( )th ρ  is in terms of ( )zh ρ , we can apply a similar procedure and solve for 
( )te ρ  in terms of ( )th ρ .  To do this, (2.14a) is cross-multiplied by z  and the “back cab” 
rule applied.  Realizing that  ( ) 0tz e ρ• =   and  1z z• =   provides 
( ) ( )t TE te Z z hρ ρ= − ×  (2.26) 
                                               where  TE
jZ ωμ
γ
=  
It is important to note that if ( )zh ρ  is known for the TE case, ( )th ρ  and ( )te ρ  can be 
calculated using (2.25) and (2.26).  This produces all of the TE-based fields existing in 
the waveguide for any given TE mode. 
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For the TM case where  ( ) 0zh ρ = , ( )te ρ   can be found in terms of ( )ze ρ  by 
taking the transverse curl of (2.13b), applying “back cab”, substituting  
( ) ( )t t ze eρ γ ρ∇ • = ,  then substituting  ( ) ( )2 2t t c te k eρ ρ∇ = −   from (2.21).  Finally, 
solving for ( )te ρ  provides the following  
( ) ( )2t t z
c
e e
k
γρ ρ= − ∇  
(2.27) 
Similar to the TE case, (2.16b) is cross-multiplied by z  and the “back cab” rule applied.  
Substituting  ( ) 0tz h ρ• =   and  1z z• =   yields 
( ) ( )tt
TM
z e
h
Z
ρ
ρ
×
=  
(2.28) 
                                                where  TMZ j
γ
ωε
=  
In summary, if ( )ze ρ  is known for the TM case, both ( )te ρ  and ( )th ρ  can be 
calculated using (2.27) and (2.28).  This produces all of the TM-based fields existing in a 
rectangular waveguide for any given TM mode.  
 
2.1.4 Separation of Variables 
Based on prior knowledge of ( )zh ρ  and ( )ze ρ , all field components of both the 
TE and TM modes can be developed using (2.25) thru (2.28).  Producing the initial 
expressions for ( )zh ρ  and ( )ze ρ  is accomplished by solving the scalar wave equations 
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for ( )zh ρ  and ( )ze ρ , (2.19) and (2.20) respectively, using the separation of variables 
method.  
For the TE case, ( )zh ρ  must be found before the remaining field components can 
be calculated using (2.25) and (2.26).  Therefore, assuming  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,z zh z h x y z X x Y y Z zρ = =   and recognizing  
2 2 2
2 2 2x y z
∂ ∂ ∂
∇ = + +
∂ ∂ ∂
  reduces 
(2.19) to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2
2
2 2 2 0x
X x Y y Z z X x Y y Z z k
y z
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂
+ + + =⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
 
After some simple algebra and dividing through by ( ) ( ) ( )X x Y y Z z  yields 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2
2 2 2
2
2 2 2
1 1 1 0
x
x y zk k k
X x Y y Z y k
X x Y y y Z z z
=− =− =−
∂ ∂ ∂
+ + + =
∂ ∂ ∂
 
(2.29) 
Realizing 
( ) ( )
2
2
1
x
X x
X x
∂
∂
, 
( ) ( )
2
2
1 Y y
Y y y
∂
∂
 and 
( ) ( )
2
2
1 Z z
Z z z
∂
∂
 are equal to constants 
labeled as 2xk− , 
2
yk−  and 
2
zk−  respectively, makes  
2 2 2 2
x y zk k k k= + + .  Performing basic 
algebra on (2.29) results in three separate ordinary differential equations as follows 
( ) ( )
2
2
2 0x
d X x
k X x
dx
+ =  (2.30) 
( ) ( )
2
2
2 0y
d Y y
k Y y
dy
+ =  (2.31) 
( ) ( )
2
2
2 0z
d Z z
k Z z
dz
+ =  (2.32) 
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The solutions to (2.30) thru (2.32) are as follows 
( )
1 1
1 1
cos sin      ...for standing waves
              -or-
             ...for traveling wavesx x
x x
jk x jk x
A k x B k x
X x
A e B e−
⎧ +
⎪= ⎨
⎪ +⎩
 (2.33) 
 
( )
2 2
2 2
cos sin      ...for standing waves
              -or-
             ...for traveling wavesy y
y y
jk y jk y
A k y B k y
Y y
A e B e−
+⎧
⎪
= ⎨
⎪ +⎩
 (2.34) 
 
( )
3 3
3 3
cos sin      ...for standing waves
              -or-
             ...for traveling wavesz z
z z
jk z jk z
A k z B k z
Z z
A e B e−
⎧ +
⎪= ⎨
⎪ +⎩
 (2.35) 
where zjkγ =  was derived in (2.3) 
 
The rectangular waveguide is bounded in both the x and y directions, but 
unbounded in the z direction.  This results in standing waves for both x and y axes and 
traveling waves for the z-axis.  Therefore, the appropriate solution to ( ),zh zρ  is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1
2 2 3 3
, , , cos sin
                                                 cos sin
z z x x
z z
y y
h z h x y z X x Y y Z z A k x B k x
A k y B k y A e A eγ γ
ρ
+ − −
= = = +
+ +
i
i
 (2.36) 
where 3A
+   and 3A
−  represent the complex wave amplitudes in the positive and negative z-
direction, respectively.  Accordingly, the negative exponential denotes a positive 
traveling wave and the positive exponential denotes a negative traveling wave.  Equation 
(2.36) suggests that the origin of the coordinate system is located at the bottom left corner 
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of the waveguide (see Fig 2.1).  To facilitate analysis, the origin is shifted to the center of 
the rectangular waveguide.  This means the solution to ( ),zh zρ  has to be modified such 
that 
( )
( )
1 1
2 2 3 3
, cos sin
2 2
                        cos sin
2 2
z x x
z z
y y
a ah z A k x B k x
b bA k y B k y A e A eγ γ
ρ
+ − −
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
i
i
 (2.37) 
The process just described allowed the derivation of ( ),zh zρ  using separation of 
variables and selection of the appropriate solution for the ordinary differential equations 
encountered.  The same procedure can be accomplished for the TM case where  
( ), 0zh zρ =   and a solution to  ( ) ( ), , ,z ze z e x y zρ =  is 
( )
( )
1 1
2 2 3 3
, cos sin
2 2
                        cos sin
2 2
z x x
z z
y y
a ae z A k x B k x
b bA k y B k y A e A eγ γ
ρ
+ − −
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
i
i
 (2.38) 
 
2.1.5 Application of Waveguide’s Boundary Conditions 
For rectangular waveguides, each wall is typically considered to be a perfect 
electric conductor, which means the tangential electric field at each wall is equal to zero.  
This condition expressed in mathematical terms is 
0
walls
n E× =  (2.39) 
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Starting with the TE case where  ( ) ( ), 0z ze e x yρ = = ,  (2.37) is reduced to  
( ) 0t
walls
n e ρ× =  (2.40) 
If ( )te ρ  is replaced by (2.26), “back cab” rule is applied, and ( )th ρ  replaced by (2.25), 
a little algebra will provide 
( ) 0t z
walls
n h ρ•∇ =  (2.41) 
By inspecting Figure 2.1, it is apparent that  n x=   for the left vertical wall,  
n x= −   for the right vertical wall,  n y=   for the bottom wall, and  n y= −   for the top 
wall.  Each wall has to be addressed and the appropriate boundary condition (2.41) 
applied.  Therefore, starting with the left vertical wall and using (2.37), 
( ) 2 1
2 2
, 0     0
ax
t z b by
z
x h z Bρ =−
− ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞
•∇ = ⇒ =  (2.42) 
For right vertical wall  
( ) 2 ,
2 2
, 0          0,1, 2,3...
ax
t z x mb by
z
mx h z k where m
a
πρ =
− ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞
− •∇ = ⇒ = =  (2.43) 
For bottom wall 
( ) 2 2
2 2
, 0     0
by
t z a ax
z
y h z Bρ =−
− ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞
•∇ = ⇒ =  (2.44) 
Finally, the top wall 
( ) 2 ,
2 2
, 0          0,1, 2,3...
by
t z y na ax
z
ny h z k where n
b
πρ =
− ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞
− •∇ = ⇒ = =  (2.45) 
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Incorporating the results from (2.40)-(2.43) into ( )zh ρ  produces 
( ) ( ), , 3 3, cos cos2 2
z z
z x m y n
a bh z k x k y A e A eγ γρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.46) 
where 1 2A A  were combined into the complex amplitudes  3A
+   and 3A
−  
Now that ( ),zh zρ  has been refined to satisfy the waveguide’s boundary 
conditions, the remaining components of the magnetic field intensity are easily found 
using (2.25) and all of the electric field components can be found via (2.26).  A summary 
of the fields for the TE mode are provided by (2.47) thru (2.52). 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, sin cos
2 2
mn x n z z
x mn x m y n
c mn
k a bh z k x k y A e A e
k
γ γγρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.47) 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, cos sin
2 2
mn y n z z
y mn x m y n
c mn
k a bh z k x k y A e A e
k
γ γγρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.48) 
( ) ( ), , , 3 3, cos cos2 2
z z
z mn x m y n
a bh z k x k y A e A eγ γρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.49) 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, cos sin
2 2
y n z z
x mn x m y n
c mn
j k a be z k x k y A e A e
k
γ γωμρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.50) 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, sin cos
2 2
x m z z
y mn x m y n
c mn
j k a be z k x k y A e A e
k
γ γωμρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.51) 
( ), 0ze zρ =  (2.52) 
It is important to note that if both m and n are equal to zero, all of the field 
components reduce to zero, providing a trivial solution.  This restriction aside, the 
number of possible m and n combinations (TE modes) are unbounded, hence the infinite 
number of solutions mentioned at the beginning of this section.  The good news is that 
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there is an order to the modes that is solely dependent on the waveguide’s geometry, and 
is derived in section 2.1.6. 
For the TM case where  ( ), 0zh zρ = ,  (2.38) provides the expression for ( ),ze zρ .  
The x-component and y-component of the electric field, ( ),xe zρ  and ( ),ye zρ  
respectively, can be found through application of (2.27) resulting in 
( ) ( )
( )
1 12
2 2 3 3
, , sin cos  
2 2
                                       cos sin
2 2
x
x x x x
c
z z
y y
k a ae z e x y C k x D k x
k
b bC k y D k y A e A eγ γ
γρ
+ − −
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = + − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
i
i
 (2.53) 
( ) ( )
( )
1 12
2 2 3 3
, , cos sin  
2 2
                                    sin cos
2 2
y
y y x x
c
z z
y y
k a ae z e x y C k x D k x
k
b bC k y D k y A e A eγ γ
γ
ρ
+ − −
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
i
i
 (2.54) 
Keep in mind that (2.38), (2.53), and (2.54) do not consider the boundary 
conditions at the waveguide’s walls.  Therefore, the tangential electric field boundary 
condition expressed in (2.39) must be imposed directly to the applicable electric field 
components.  Starting with the left vertical wall and observing Figure 2-1, we know that 
the tangential electric field components are ( ),ye zρ  and ( ),ze zρ .  Imposing (2.39) on 
the left vertical wall yields 
( ) ( )2 2 1
2 2 2 2
, 0   , 0     0
a ax x
y zb b b by y
z z
e z and e z Cρ ρ=− =−
− ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞ −∞≤ ≤∞
= = ⇒ =  (2.55) 
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For the right vertical wall, ( ),ye zρ  and ( ),ze zρ  are again the tangential electric field 
components.  As such,  
( ) ( )2 2 ,
2 2 2 2
, 0    , 0          1, 2,3...
a ax x
y z x rb b b by y
z z
re z and e z k where r
a
πρ ρ= =
− ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞ −∞≤ ≤∞
= = ⇒ = =  (2.56) 
For the bottom wall, ( ),xe zρ  and ( ),ze zρ  are the tangential electric field components.  
As such, 
( ) ( )2 2 2
2 2 2 2
, 0    , 0       0
b by y
x za a a ax x
z z
e z and e z Cρ ρ=− =−
− ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞ −∞≤ ≤∞
= = ⇒ =  (2.57) 
Lastly, for the top wall where ( ),xe zρ  and ( ),ze zρ  are again the tangential electric field 
components 
( ) ( )2 2 ,
2 2 2 2
, 0  and  , 0         1, 2,3...
b by y
x z y sa a a ax x
z z
se z e z k where s
b
πρ ρ= =
− ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
−∞≤ ≤∞ −∞≤ ≤∞
= = ⇒ = =  (2.58) 
Incorporating the results from (2.55)-(2.58) into (2.38), (2.54), and (2.55) yields 
the electric field components.  The magnetic field components can be found by applying 
(2.28).  All TM field components are summarized in (2.57)-(2.62). 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, cos sin
2 2
rs x r z z
x rs x r y s
c rs
k a be z k x k y B e B e
k
γ γγρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.59) 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, sin cos
2 2
rs y r z z
y rs x r y s
c rs
k a be z k x k y B e B e
k
γ γγρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.60) 
( ) ( ), , , 3 3, sin sin2 2
z z
z rs x r y s
a be z k x k y B e B eγ γρ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.61) 
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( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, sin cos
2 2
y s z z
x rs x r y s
c rs
j k a bh z k x k y B e B e
k
γ γωερ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.62) 
( ) ( ),, , , 3 32
,
, cos sin
2 2
x r z z
y rs x r y s
c rs
j k a bh z k x k y B e B e
k
γ γωερ + − −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.63) 
( ), , 0z rsh zρ =  (2.64) 
where 1 2D D  were combined into the complex amplitude coefficients 3B
+  and 3B
− .   
It is important to note that the only restriction on the TM mode indices (r and s) is 
that s never equal to zero as indicated in (2.58).  By inspecting (2.59) – (2.64), it is 
evident that if s equals zero, all of the field components reduce to zero, leading to the 
trivial solution.  Like the TE case, there are an infinite number of discrete modes for the 
TM fields and the order of these modes is also solely dependent on the waveguide’s 
geometry and is described in Section 2.1.6.  Finally, the field components derived in this 
section can be used to  account for reflections at waveguide wall discontinuities.  The 
reduced aperture will introduce a waveguide wall disruption, and will be analyzed in 
Chapter 3. 
 
2.1.6 Order of Modes Determined by Cut-off Frequency 
As mentioned earlier, there are an infinite number of modes for both the TE and 
TM field configurations.  The order of the modes is determined by the waveguide’s 
aspect ratio and can be found by determining the various cut-off frequencies, which are 
defined as the frequencies separating the propagation and no-propagation bands [6].  For 
the waveguide defined in this document, waves propagate in the ±z-direction.  Therefore, 
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cut-off occurs when the wave ceases to propagate in the ±z-direction, implying that the 
respective propagation constant (γ ) is zero.  From (2.3), we know that 
2 2 2
ck kγ= +  (2.65) 
where, 2 2 2c x yk k k= +  
By letting the propagation constant (γ ) go to zero,  2 2ck k=   results where  
2 2
ck ω με=   
and  2c cfω π= .  After some basic algebra, the following relationships are found 
2 2
2 2
    ...for TE-modes
2
      ...for TM-modes
2
r r
c
r r
c m n
a b
f
c r s
a b
π π
π ε μ
π π
π ε μ
⎧ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎪= ⎨
⎪ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+⎪ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎪⎩
 (2.66) 
For either field configuration (TE or TM), all of the terms are constant with the 
exception of the indices m and n for the TE-mode, and r and s for the TM-mode.  
Therefore, the order of the modes is dictated by the different combinations of these 
indices with each combination producing a set cut-off frequency.  The indices that 
produce the lowest cut-off frequency is the first mode, the indices that produce the next 
higher cut-off frequency is the second mode and so forth.  For the S-band waveguide 
used in this thesis where  a = 2.84  inches and  b = 1.34 inches,  the first TE mode occurs 
when  m = 1  and  n = 0  producing a cut-off frequency of  ~2.1 GHz  for the respective 
TE10 mode.  The next higher-order mode occurs when  m = 2  and  n = 0  producing a cut-
off frequency of 4.2 GHz for the respective TE20 mode.  For the same waveguide, the first 
TM mode occurs when  r = 1  and  s = 1  producing a cut-off frequency of 4.9 GHz for 
the TM11 mode.  The next higher TM mode for the S-band waveguide is the TM21 field 
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configuration with a cut-off frequency of 6.1 GHz.  Therefore, if the S-band waveguide 
was operated at frequencies greater than 2.1 GHz, but less than 4.2 GHz, only the TE10 
mode would propagate within the waveguide, making it the dominate mode. 
2.2 Wave Transmission Matrices (A-Parameters) 
A-parameters are the elements of a 2 2×  matrix that establish the relationship 
between incident, reflected, and transmitted complex wave amplitudes at defined 
measurement planes.  The A-parameters are derived from analyzing reflection and 
transmission at multiple interfaces for both lossless and lossy mediums.  For this thesis, 
only the test sample was placed inside the sample holder with the sample completely 
filling the sample holder, flush on both sides.  Regardless of the single-layer 
configuration used in this thesis, portions of the MatLab® code used to implement the 
solution were incorporated from a previous effort [10].  As such, the Matlab program can 
accommodate single or multiple layer configurations.  In an attempt to thoroughly 
address each case, this section will start by defining the A-parameters for a single layer 
medium, A-parameters for multiple layers, then modifying each case to match the sample 
holder’s configurations. 
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2.2.1 A-parameters for Single Layer Configuration 
 
sd
1c
1b
'
2c
'
2b
2c
2b
1Γ
1T
'
1Γ'
1T
1 1,ε μ 2 2,ε μ
 
Figure 2-2 Layout of single layer material with reflected waves and transmitted waves 
 
Before multi-layer sample holder configurations can be addressed, the basic 
single layer case must be fully comprehended as more complex cases are built from the 
basic single layer interface A-parameters.  By inspecting figure 2.2, it is apparent that the 
following relations hold 
' '
1 1 1 1 2b c T b= Γ +  (2.67) 
' ' '
2 1 1 1 2c T c b= +Γ  (2.68) 
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Solving (2.68) for 1c  leads to  
'
' '1
1 2 2
1 1
1c c b
T T
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞Γ
= −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.69) 
Substituting (2.69) into (2.67) and a little algebraic manipulation provides 
' '
' '1 1 1 1
1 2 2
1 1
T Tb c b
T T
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞Γ −Γ
= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (2.70) 
In matrix form, (2.69) and (2.70) become 
''
1 21
' ' '
1 1 1 1 1 1 2
11c c
b T T T b
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤−Γ⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ Γ −Γ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 (2.71) 
The reflection and transmission coefficients ( ' '1 1 1 1, , ,  and T TΓ Γ ) are determined by 
enforcing continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields 
across the planar interface.  Enforcement of these conditions results in the following well-
known relations 
1 11T = +Γ  (2.72) 
'
1 1Γ = −Γ  (2.73) 
' '
1 1 11 1T = +Γ = −Γ  (2.74) 
Substituting (2.72) thru (2.74) into (2.71) reduces (2.71) to 
'
1 21
'
11 1 2
11
1
c c
b T b
⎡ ⎤Γ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Γ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 (2.75) 
where: 2 11
2 1
Z Z
Z Z
−
Γ =
+
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and 1Z and 2Z are the wave impedances in medium 1and 2 respectively.  Equation (2.75) 
relates the complex wave amplitudes for the forward and reverse traveling waves at 1c  
and 1b  to the complex wave amplitudes for the forward and reverse traveling waves at 
'
2c  
and '2b .  To derive the complex wave amplitudes for the forward and reverse propagating 
waves at 2c  and 2b , the complex wave amplitudes at 
'
2c  and 
'
2b  must be translated to the 
right a distance of sd via a propagation phase delay.  Assuming that medium 2 is linear, 
homogeneous, and isotropic, the following relationships hold 
2'
2 2
sdc c eγ=  (2.76) 
2'
2 2
sdb b e γ−=  (2.77) 
In matrix form, (2.76) and (2.77) become 
2
2
'
2 2
'
22
0
0
s
s
d
d
c ce
beb
γ
γ−
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
 (2.78) 
The last step needed to arrive at the A-parameters for the single layer medium is to 
combine (2.75) and (2.78), which results in 
2 2
2 2
1 2 211 121
21 221 2 21 1
1 s s
s s
A parameters
d d
d d
c c cA Ae e
A Ab b bT e e
γ γ
γ γ
−
−
−
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤Γ ⎡ ⎤
= =⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Γ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
 (2.79) 
 In summary, (2.79) provides the A-parameters for the single layer configuration 
that relates the complex wave amplitudes of the forward and reverse waves at 1c  and 1b  
to the complex wave amplitudes for the forward and reverse traveling waves at 2c  and 
2b . 
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2.2.2 A-Parameters for Multiple Layer Configuration. 
 
1c
1b
2c
2b
1Γ
1 1,ε μ 2 2,ε μ
1d 2d kd Nd1Nd −
kb
kc 1Nc −
1Nb −
Nc
Nb
,k kε μ 1 1,N Nε μ− − ,N Nε μ
1T
2Γ
2T
kΓ
kT
NΓ
NT
1N −Γ
1NT −
 
Figure 2-3 Layout of Multiple Layer Configuration 
 
By inspection, it is apparent that the complex wave amplitudes for the forward 
and reverse traveling waves at 1c  and 1b  can be related to Nc and Nb  by simply cascading 
the A-parameter matrix derived in 2.2.1 as follows 
1 1
1 11 12
1 11 21 22
1 k k k k
k k k k
d d k kN N
N Nk
d d k k
k kN Nk k
c cc A Ae e
b b bT A Ae e
γ γ
γ γ
−− −
−
= =
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤Γ⎡ ⎤
= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ Γ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
∏ ∏  (2.80) 
where: 1
1
k k
k
k k
Z Z
Z Z
−
−
−
Γ =
+
 and 1k kT = +Γ  
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2.3 Summary 
This chapter provided a thorough understanding of rectangular waveguide theory 
and wave transmission matrices (a.k.a. A-parameters).  Comprehensive knowledge of 
both concepts will form the foundation needed to successfully apply the modal-analysis 
technique to the problem stated in chapter one.  Because the rectangular waveguide used 
for this thesis is reduced in two dimensions, higher-order TE and TM modes will be 
excited and scattered in all regions of the test apparatus, hence the need for the derived 
TE and TM field equations provided in (2.47) thru (2.52) and (2.59)  thru (2.64).  
Regardless of the number of layers in the sample region, the derived A-parameters 
provide a straight-forward process to accommodate wave transmission through the 
reduced aperture sample holder region for the low-frequency.   
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3. Methodology 
Using the previously derived TE fields, TM fields, and A-parameters, this chapter 
will conduct a rigorous modal analysis that directly aids in extracting the complex 
permittivity and permeability of a test sample placed inside a 2-D reduced aperture 
sample holder.    
Using an initial guess of the test sample’s constitutive parameters, theoretical S-
parameters ( 11
thyS , 12
thyS , 21
thyS , and 22
thyS ) will be calculated using the modal analysis 
solution and compared to experimental S-parameters ( 11
measS , 12
measS , 21
measS , and 22
measS ) 
measured using a Hewlett-Packard 8510B Network Analyzer.  If the theoretical S-
parameters do not match the measured S-parameters to a specified accuracy, the complex 
permittivity and/or complex permeability will be adjusted using a non-linear least squares 
root searching algorithm, theoretical S-parameters will be re-calculated, and results 
compared to the experimental S-parameters again.  This iterative process will continue 
until the theoretical S-parameters match the measured S-parameters within pre-defined 
limits.  Once the least square error is less than the pre-defined accuracy, the respective 
complex permittivity and permeability are identified as the constitutive parameters for the 
test sample at that particular frequency. 
The modal analysis used for this solution can be divided into three distinct tasks 
as follows: 1) expand the fields for each region, 2) satisfy boundary conditions across 
each interface, and 3) test with appropriate integral operators.  The end-product of the 
modal analysis will be the theoretical S-parameters.  
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3.1 Field Expansions 
The waveguide’s reduced aperture dimensions and location (see Fig 3.1) were 
chosen to simplify the mode-matching process across the waveguide to sample holder 
interfaces at  0z =   and  N holderz d d= = .  Matching the reduced aperture’s aspect ratio to 
the waveguide’s aspect ratio and centering the reduced aperture on the transverse axes 
facilitated mode orthogonality.  Centering the aperture on the waveguide’s cross-section 
greatly decreased the complexity of the field expansions for the different TE and TM 
scattered modes and reduced the modal analysis inner-product calculations because of the 
resulting symmetry. 
 
3.1.1 2-D Stepped-Waveguide Geometry. 
Consider the geometries of Figures 3.2 and 3.3 showing respective top and side 
views of the generic 2-D stepped-waveguide fixture configuration.  As mentioned before 
and indicated in Figure 3.1, the 2-D stepped aperture origin is placed in the cross-
sectional center of the waveguide to simplify mathematical analysis.  Region A exists 
where  0z < ,  has width a, height b, and is filled with air, implying the region’s 
constitutive parameters are ,o oε μ .  Region B shares the same physical dimensions and 
contents as Region A, but exists for  Nz d> .  The space between regions A and B is 
considered the sample region, has a reduced width w where  w a≤ ,  reduced height h 
where  h b≤ ,  and in general, is comprised of multiple material layers (only one layer is 
considered unknown).  Adding the thickness of each layer in the sample region, including 
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the free-space layers, must span the total sample holder thickness.  Mathematically, this is 
expressed as 
1
N
N holder i
i
d d d
=
= =∑  (3.1) 
 
σ →∞
,sample sampleε μ
sJsJ sJ sJsJ sJ
sJsJ
 
Figure 3-1 Cross-sectional view of 2-D stepped waveguide fixture looking at the 0z =  
interface.  Symbols sJ  identify excited surface currents caused by the incident TE10 
wave. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Top view of 2-D reduced aperture waveguide fixture having one unknown 
layer (i.e. center) and multiple known layers.  This arrangement presents a generic view 
that encompasses all possible sample holder configurations.  Sample holder width 
exaggerated to adequately detail sample region.  Symbols sJ  identify excited surface 
currents caused by incident TE10 wave. 
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Figure 3-3 Side view of 2-D reduced aperture waveguide fixture having one unknown 
layer (i.e. center) and multiple known layers.   
 
3.1.2 Derivation of Higher-Order Scattered Fields. 
As indicated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, there exists a positive traveling TE10 wave 
with complex amplitude 1a
+  incident upon the  0z =   interface in Region A.  The 
incident wave subsequently induces surface currents on the transverse surface areas 
labeled as sJ , which produce higher-order modes that propagate in all regions of the test 
fixture.   
The field components for the incident TE10 wave, with the aid of (2.47) thru 
(2.52), are   
( )
( )
1010 ,1
,10 10 ,12
,10
, sin
2
A
A A
x zA A
x xA
c
k ah z A k x e
k
γγρ −+ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
 (3.2)
( ), , 0y mnh zρ =  (3.3)
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( ) ( )10,10 10 ,1, cos 2
A zA A
z x
ah z A k x e γρ −+ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
 (3.4)
( ), 0x mne ρ =  (3.5)
( )
( )
10,1
,10 10 ,12
,10
, sin
2
A
A
o x zA A
y xA
c
j k ae z A k x e
k
γωμρ −+ ⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
 (3.6)
( ) 0ze ρ =  (3.7)
Inspection of (3.2) and (3.6), reveals that the non-zero transverse components 
( ,10 ,10  
A A
y xe and h ) of the TE10 mode are y-invariant and even about the center width of the 
waveguide  ( )0x = .  Since the structure and excitation are also even about the center, 
only even TE and TM scattered modes will be excited.  This is the key assumption used 
to derive all higher-order, scattered, TE and TM field configurations.  Note, verifying that 
the TE10 field incident on the  0z =   interface is orthogonal to the derived scattered fields 
validates this assumption and is accomplished in Section 3.1.3.   
For higher-order TE modes scattered in Region A, (2.51) provides ,
TE
y mne , which is 
repeated in (3.8) for reader convenience. 
( )
( )
,,,
, , ,2
,
sin cos
2 2
A
m n
A
zo x mTE A A A
y mn mn x m y nA
c mn
j k a be A k x k y e
k
γωμρ
− − ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (3.8) 
The sine term in (3.8) makes ,,
TE A
y mne  odd if m is even (i.e. 0, 2, 4,…) and the cosine 
term makes ,,
TE A
y mne  odd for odd values of n (i.e. 1, 3, 5, …).  This is apparent by inspecting 
the trigonometric identities provided in (3.9) thru (3.12).  
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
2
,
,
2
,
1 cos   ... 1,3,5,...
sin
2 1 sin      ... 2, 4,6,...
m
x m
x m m
x m
k x m oddak x
k x m even
−⎧ − =⎪⎛ ⎞+ = ⎨⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎪ − =⎩
 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
2
,
,
2
,
1 sin   ... 1,3,5,...
cos
2 1 cos      ... 0, 2,4,...
n
y n
y n n
y n
k y n oddbk y
k y n even
+⎧ − =⎪⎛ ⎞+ = ⎨⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎪ − =⎩
 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Judicious selection of the even cosine equalities provided in (3.9) and (3.12), 
accompanied with a little algebra reduces (3.8) to 
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ,
1
,, 2
, , ,2
,
1 cos cos
A
m n
Am n
zo x mTE A A A
y mn x m y nA
c mn
j k
e k x k y e
k
γωμ− + += −  (3.13) 
where 1,3,5,...m odd= , and 0,2,4,...n even=  
Using a similar analysis,  ,,
TE A
x mne
−
 can be written as 
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ,
1
,, 2
, , ,2
,
1 sin sin
A
m n
Am n
zo y nTE A A A
x mn x m y nA
c mn
j k
e k x k y e
k
γωμ− + += −  (3.14) 
Combining (3.13) and (3.14) forms the total TE scattered electric field for Region A, 
which is 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
,
1
2 , , ,,
2
, , , ,
sin sin1
cos cos
A
m n
m n A A A
y n x m y nTE A zo
mn
A A A A
c mn x m x m y n
x k k x k yj
E e
k y k k x k y
γωμ−
+ + ⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ +− ⎪ ⎣ ⎦ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
 (3.15) 
The total TE scattered magnetic field for Region A is found by transforming (2.26) into 
( ) ( )tt
TE
z e
h
Z
ρ
ρ
×
=  (3.16) 
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which applied to 
,TE A
mnE
−
yields 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
,
1,
2, , , ,
2
, , , ,, ,
 cos cos1
 sin sin
A
m n
m n A A ATE A
TE A x m x m y nmn zo
mn A A A AA A
TE mn y n x m y nTE mn c mn
x k k x k yjz EH e
Z y k k x k yZ k
γωμ
−
−
+ + ⎧ ⎫−−× ⎪ ⎪= = ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (3.17) 
 
where      ,
A
x m
mk
a
π
= , 1,3,5...m odd= , ,
A
y n
nk
b
π
= , 0, 2, 4...n even= ,  
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2, , ,A A Ac mn x m y nk k k= + , and ( )
2 2
,
A A
mn c mn ok kγ = −  
 
 As mentioned earlier, the scattered higher-order fields produced by excited 
surface currents at  0z =   interface will be both TE and TM.  So, ,,
TM A
y rse
−
 from the 
scattered TM electric field must also be reduced to maintain evenness about  0x = .  For 
reader convenience ,,
TM A
y rse
−
 has been repeated from (2.60) to (3.18). 
( )
( )
,,
, , ,2
,
, sin cos
2 2
A
rs
A A
rs y r zTM A A A
y rs rs x r y sA
c rs
k a be z D k x k y e
k
γγρ
− − ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (3.18) 
 The sine and cosine terms in (3.18) are identical in form to the sine and cosine 
terms in (3.8) except that m and r, and n and s are interchanged.  This means the same 
trigonometric identities from (3.9) and (3.12) can be substituted into (3.18) to make 
,
,
TM A
y rse
−
 an even function about  0x =   as indicated in (3.19).   
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
1
2
,,
, , ,2
,
1
, cos cos
A
rs
r s
A A
rs y s zTM A A A
y rs x r y sA
c rs
k
e z k x k y e
k
γγρ
−
+ +
−
=  (3.19) 
where  ,  .... 1,3,5...
A
x r
rk r odd
a
π
= = , ,  .... 2, 4,6...
A
y s
sk s even
b
π
= =  
( )2 2,A Ars c rs ok kγ = − , ok c
ω
= , and ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2, , ,A A Ac rs x r y sk k k= +   
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Using a similar analysis,  ,,
TM A
x rse
−
can be written as 
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
1
,, 2
, , ,2
,
, 1 sin sin
A
rs
A Ar s
rs x r zTM A A A
x rs x r y sA
c rs
k
e z k x k y e
k
γγρ
− + +
= − −  (3.20) 
Now that all of the even TM electric field components are derived, (3.19) and 
(3.20) are combined to form the total, reverse propagating, scattered, TM electric field.   
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
2, , , ,
2
, , ,,
 sin sin1
 cos cos
r s A A AA
TM A x r x r y srs z
rs
A A AA
y s x r y sc rs
x k k x k y
E e
y k k x k yk
γγ−
+ + ⎧ ⎫− +− ⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (3.21) 
The total TM scattered magnetic field for Region A is found by applying (2.28), which 
yields 
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1
2, , , ,
2
, , ,, ,
cos cos1
sin sin
r s A A AA
TM A y s x r y srs z
rs
A A AA A
x r x r y sTM rs c rs
xk k x k y
H e
yk k x k yZ k
γγ−
+ + ⎧ ⎫+− ⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (3.22) 
 
3.1.3 Mode Orthogonality 
Note that the physical insight leading to consideration of only this limited set of 
higher-order modes can be supported through mode orthogonality.  That is, integrating 
the dot product of the incident TE10 electric field with the electric fields presented in 
(3.15) and (3.21) over the cross-section of the sample holder aperture should yield results 
other than zero if the fields are electromagnetically coupled.  If the dot product of the 
incident field with a scattered electric field yields zero, it implies that the fields are not 
electromagnetically coupled.  To begin, consider integrating the dot product of the 
incident TE10 electric field (
,
10
TE A
E
+
) with 
,TE A
mnE
−
 presented in (3.15) over the aperture 
transverse area as expressed in (3.23). 
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2 2
, ,
10
2 2
, 1,3,5..., 0, 2, 4...
b w
TE A TE A
mn
b w
E E dxdy m n
+ −
− −
⋅ = =∫ ∫  (3.23) 
Dropping the constants and grouping terms inside their respective integrals leads to 
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
,1 , ,
2 2
cos cos cos 0
w b
A A A
x x m y n
w b
k x k x dx k y dy
− −
≠∫ ∫  (3.24) 
where: 1,3,5..., 0, 2, 4...m n= =   
This provides a pair of even functions integrated over symmetric limits yielding a non-
zero result.  The only other mode selections possible for the scattered electric field are  
2, 4,6...m even=   and/or  1,3,5...n odd= .  If  2, 4,6...m even= ,  (3.24) becomes 
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
,1 , ,
2 2
cos sin cos 0
w b
A A A
x x m y n
w b
k x k x dx k y dy
− −
=∫ ∫  (3.25) 
And, if  1,3,5...n odd=   (3.24) becomes 
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
,1 , ,
2 2
cos cos sin 0
w b
A A A
x x m y n
w b
k x k x dx k y dy
− −
=∫ ∫  (3.26) 
 Equations (3.25) and (3.26) both integrate to zero because odd, un-shifted sine 
functions within an integral having symmetric limits are always zero.  Therefore, the only 
modes that successfully couple into the sample holder region will be modes containing 
index pairs (i.e. m and n) such that  1,3,5... , 0, 2, 4...m odd n even= = .  
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3.1.4 Field Expansions in Waveguide Regions. 
The transverse fields in waveguide regions A and B are given by the following 
expansions 
1
1
1 1
1
1 1
1
0  (Region A)
AA
p
AA
p
P
zzA A A
t p p
p
P
zzA A A
t p p
p
E A e e A e e
z
H A h e A h e
γγ
γγ
−+ −
=
−+ −
=
⎫= + ⎪
⎪ <⎬
⎪= −
⎪⎭
∑
∑
…  (3.27) 
( )
( )
1
1
 (Region B)
B
p N
B
p N
P
z dB B
t p p
p
NP
z dB B
t p p
p
E B e e
z d
H B h e
γ
γ
− −+
=
− −+
=
⎫
= ⎪
⎪ >⎬
⎪=
⎪⎭
∑
∑
…  (3.28) 
where 1A
+  is the complex amplitude of the incident TE10 mode traveling in the +z-
direction in region A.  pA
−  is the complex amplitude of the pth mode reflected from the 
waveguide to sample holder interface at  z=0   traveling in the –z-direction.  Similarly, 
pB
+  is the complex amplitude of the pth mode transmitted through the sample region into 
region B traveling in the +z-direction.   
The variable p in (3.27) and (3.28) designates the mode indices (i.e.  1m = ,  2n =   
for TE or  1r = ,  2s =   for TM) and dictates the type of field (i.e. TE or TM).  As 
explained in Chapter 2, the order of the modes depends on the waveguide’s transverse 
aspect ratio.  For this thesis, an S-band waveguide was used where the transverse height 
and width are 1.34 inches and 2.84 inches respectively.  It was assumed that if a mnTE  
mode existed where  n 0≠ ,  there coexisted a rsTM  mode where  m r=   and  n s= .  A 
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0rTM  mode with  m r=   cannot coexist because s can never be zero as explained in 
Chapter 2.  For the field configurations derived in Section 3.1.2, the first five scattered 
TE modes existing in the S-band waveguide are: 10TE , 30TE , 12TE , 50TE , and 32TE .  
Within these first five TE modes, there coexists a 12TM  and 32TM  mode as well.  
Merging the TE and TM modes together to form an ordered list of modes yields: 10TE , 
30TE , 12TE , 12TM , 50TE , 32TE , and 32TM .  This list of indices formed by merging TE and 
TM modes together in order was defined as the “p” modes seen in (3.27) and (3.28).  For 
example,  1p =   identifies the 10TE  mode and  4p =   identifies the 12TM  mode.  Now 
that the p modes are fully explained, the transverse electric fields in (3.27) and (3.28) are 
extracted from (3.15) and (3.21), and provided in (3.29) thru (3.31) respectively. 
( )1 ,1 10
,1
 cos   ...  A Ao xA
x
je y k x for TE
k
ωμ
= −  (3.29) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
, , ,
, , ,
sin sin
...   
cos cos
A A A
y n x m y nA B
p p A A A
x m x m y n
x k k x k y
e e for TE
y k k x k y
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ +⎪ ⎣ ⎦ ⎪= = ⎨ ⎬
⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
 (3.30) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
, , ,
, , ,
 sin sin
...  
 cos cos
A A A
x r x r y sA B
p p A A A
y s x r y s
x k k x k y
e e for TM
y k k x k y
⎧ ⎫− +⎪ ⎪= = ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (3.31) 
Because the term ( )
( )
1
2
2
,
1
m n
o
A
c mn
j
k
ωμ
+ +
−
  from (3.15) and (3.17) is common to TE transverse 
electric and magnetic fields, it can be dropped from both TE field equations (2.15) and 
(2.17).   
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Another way to justify dropping this term is to multiply both sides of (2.24) by 
( )
( )
2
,
1
21
A
c mn
m n
o
k
jωμ
+ +
−
.  The resulting TE generating function provided in (2.36) would have 
( )
( )
2
,
1
21
A
c mn
m n
o
k
jωμ
+ +
−
 as a leading coefficient, which would eventually cancel with 
( )
( )
1
2
2
,
1
m n
o
A
c mn
j
k
ωμ
+ +
−
, the leading term for all TE field components.  When extending this same 
analysis to TM field components, the ( )
( )
1
2
2
,
1
r s
A
rs
A
c rsk
γ
+ +
−
 term can also be dropped.  Therefore, 
application of (3.16) yields 
1
1
,10
A
A
A
TE
z eh
Z
×
=  (3.32) 
( ),
,
,
 ...  
A B
pA B
p p A B
TE p
z e
h h for TE
Z
ρ×
= =  (3.33) 
,
,
   ...  
A
A B p
p p A B
TM p
z e
h h for TM
Z
×
= =  (3.34) 
where    , , ,
A B o
TE p A B
p
jZ ωμ
γ
= , 
,
,
,
A B
pA B
TM p
o
Z
j
γ
ωε
=  
( )2, , 2,A B A Bp c p ok kγ = −  
ok c
ω
= , and 1
o o
c
ε μ
=  
    ω  = angular frequency of incident wave 
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, ... 1,3,5...
A
x m
mk m odd
a
π
= =  
   , ... 0, 2,4...
A
y n
nk n even
b
π
= =  
   ( ) ( )2 2, , ,A A Ac p x m y nk k k= + …for TE modes 
    , ... 1,3,5...
A
x r
rk r odd
a
π
= =  
    , ... 2, 4,6...
A
y s
sk s even
b
π
= =  
    ( ) ( )2 2, , ,A A Ac p x r y sk k k= + …for TM modes 
    ( )2 2,A Ap c p ok kγ = − ...where  ok c
ω
=  
 
 
It is apparent that the number of higher-order TE and TM modes possible is 
infinite, but the number of modes required to arrive at an accurate representation of the 
fields in each region is dependent on the degree of waveguide reduction.  As the aperture 
is reduced in cross-sectional area (i.e.  0w→   and  0h → ), the number of modes needed 
to adequately represent the field increases (i.e.  p →∞ ).  Conversely, when the 
aperture’s dimensions are that of the waveguide (i.e.  w a=   and  h b= ), the number of 
modes required is only one (i.e.  1p = ), the 10TE  mode.  This makes physical sense as the 
dominate mode in any rectangular waveguide without reduction is the 10TE  mode.   
 
3.1.5 Field Expansions in Sample Region. 
In general, two layers will exist within the sample region at a minimum.  As such, 
the sample region has been modeled based on a multi-layer configuration as illustrated in 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3.  This modeling approach has another useful application.  If the 
unknown test sample is not rigid enough to maintain a planar posture in the sample 
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holder, it must be “sandwiched” between two rigid dielectric materials to meet the planar 
requirement.  Therefore, the multi-layer model provides an extra degree of manufacturing 
freedom (i.e. test sample thickness).  The only caveat to this approach is that the 
constitutive parameters of each layer besides the test sample be known. 
The transverse field equations in the thi  layer of the sample holder region are 
given by 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
, ,
, ,
, , ,
, ,
1 1
1
, , ,
, ,
1 1
...(Sample Region)
s i s i
p i p i
s i s i
p i p i
P P
z d z ds i s i s i
t p i p p i p
p p
i Np P
z d z ds i s i s i
t p i p p i p
p p
E s e e s e e
d z d
H s h e s h e
γ γ
γ γ
− − −+ −
= =
−
− − −+ −
= =
⎫
= + ⎪
⎪ < <⎬
⎪= − ⎪⎭
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
 (3.35) 
where the distance to each material’s reference plane is determined by 
1
i
i k
k
d
=
=∑  (3.36) 
Variable ,p is
±  is the complex amplitude of the pth mode at the ith layer traveling in 
the ±z-direction.  The transverse electric and magnetic fields in the sample region are 
similar in form to the electric field in regions A & B and are provided in (3.37) thru 
(3.40). 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
, , ,,
, , ,
sin sin
...  
cos cos
S S S
y n x m y ns i
p S S S
x m x m y n
x k k x k y
e for TE
y k k x k y
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ +⎪ ⎣ ⎦ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
 (3.37) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
, , ,,
, , ,
 sin sin
...   
 cos cos
S S S
x r x r y ss i
p S S S
y s x r y s
x k k x k y
e for TM
y k k x k y
⎧ ⎫− +⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (3.38) 
,
,
,
,
= ...  
s i
ps i
p s i
TE p
z e
h for TE
Z
×
 (3.39) 
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,
,
,
,
  ...  
s i
s i p
p s i
TM p
z e
h for TM
Z
×
=  (3.40) 
 
where    , , ,
s i i
TE p s i
p
jZ ωμ
γ
= , 
,
,
,
s i
ps i
TM p
i
Z
j
γ
ωε
=  
iε  = complex permittivity of the i
th layer 
    iμ  = complex permeability of the i
th layer 
   ,r iε  = relative complex permittivity of the i
th layer 
    ,r iμ  = relative complex permeability of the i
th layer 
    , ,i r i r ik c
ω ε μ=  
    ( )2, 2,s i sp c p ik kγ = −  
    , ...  1,3,5...
s
x m
mk where m odd
w
π
= =  
    , ...    0, 2, 4...
s
y n
nk where n even
h
π
= =  
    ( ) ( )2 2, , ,s s sc p x m y nk k k= + …for TE modes 
    , ...  1,3,5...
s
x r
rk where r odd
w
π
= =  
    , ...  2, 4,6...
s
y s
sk where s even
h
π
= =  
    ( ) ( )2 2, , ,s s sc p x r y sk k k= + …for TM modes 
 
3.2 Satisfying Boundary Conditions 
The second task of the modal analysis process is to satisfy tangential boundary 
conditions across each interface (i.e.  0z =   and  Nz d= ).  Enforcing continuity of the 
tangential fields across the sample holder interface at  0z =   leads to 
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,1 ,1
1 1,1 ,1
,1 ,1
1 1
1 1
1
...  ,  
-0 ...   ,  2 2 2 2
0 ...   , 2 2 2 2
s s
p p
P P
d ds s
p p p p
p p
P
A A
p p
p
s e e s e e for x w y h
a w a wA e A e for x x
b h b hfor y y
γ γ−+ −
= =
+ −
=
⎧
+ < <⎪
⎪
⎪ −+ = < < < <⎨
⎪
− −< < < <⎪
⎪⎩
∑ ∑
∑  (3.41) 
,1 ,1
1 1,1 ,1
1 1 ,1 ,1
1 1 1
...  ,  
s s
p p
pP P
d dA A s s
p p p p p p
p p p
A h A h s h e s h e for x w y hγ γ−+ − + −
= = =
− = − < <∑ ∑ ∑  (3.42) 
Enforcing continuity of the tangential fields across the sample holder interface at  Nz d=   
leads to 
, ,
, ,
1 1
1
...  ,  
-0 ...   , 2 2 2 2
0 ...   , 2 2 2 2
P P
s N s N
p N p p N p
p p
P
B
p p
p
s e s e for x w y h
a w a wB e for x x
b h b hfor y y
+ −
= =
+
=
⎧
+ < <⎪
⎪
⎪ −= < < < <⎨
⎪
− −< < < <⎪
⎪⎩
∑ ∑
∑  (3.43) 
, ,
, ,
1 1 1
...  ,  
pP P
B s N s N
p p p N p p N p
p p p
B h s h s h for x w y h+ + −
= = =
= − < <∑ ∑ ∑  (3.44) 
 
Since the tangential electric field boundary condition is known (i.e.  0tangE = ) in 
the regions  - 2 2
a wx −< < ,  2 2
a wx< < ,  2 2
b hy− −< < ,  and  2 2
b hy< <   at  
0z =   and  Nz d= ,  application of the uniqueness theorem makes it possible to satisfy 
only the magnetic field boundary condition only in the aperture cross-sectional area  
( ,  x w y h< < ). 
 Enforcement of tangential boundary conditions across each individual material 
interface within the sample region is not required as this feature is built into the wave 
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transmission analysis described in Chapter 2.  Furthermore, due to the mode 
orthogonality that exists within the sample holder region, the amplitude coefficients at  
0z =   are related to those at  Nz d=   by 
, ,
, ,
,
,1 ,
, ,2,1 ,
,11 12
21 22 ,
,1 11 , 12 ,
,1 21 , 22 ,
1
s i s i
p i p i
s i s i
p i p i
d ds iN
p p Np
s i d ds ii pp p Np
p p
p N
p p
p N
p p
p p N p N
p p
p p N p N
s se e
s se e
sA A
A A s
s A s A s
s A s A s
γ γ
γ γτ
−+ +
− −−
=
+
−
+ + −
− + −
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤Γ
⎢ ⎥=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Γ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⇒ = +
⇒ = +
∏
 (3.45) 
where  
, , 1
, , ,
, , 1 , 1
s i s i
p ps i s i s i
p p ps i s i
p p
Z Z
Z Z
τ
−
−
−
Γ = = + Γ
+
 
  
,
,
,
 ...  
...   
i
s i
ps i
p s i
p
i
j for TE
Z
for TM
j
ωμ
γ
γ
ωε
⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
, and ( )2, 2,s i sp c p ik kγ = −  
This relationship was developed from (2.80) with ,p is
+ , ,p is
− , ,p Ns
+ , and ,p Ns
−  
substituted for 1c , 1b , Nc , and Nb  respectively.  It is important to note that each mode 
(i.e. 10TE , 30TE , 12TM , or 32TM ) will electromagnetically couple independently to the 
same mode across each material inside the sample holder without disturbing other modes.  
This assumption is based on mode orthogonality and observing the sample holder’s 
geometry is unchanged throughout its width.   
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,1ps
+  and ,1ps
−  can be expressed in terms of ,p Ns
+  and ,p Ns
−  via A-parameters, and 
their respective equations from (3.45) can be substituted into (3.41) and (3.42).  After 
direct substitution and some algebraic manipulation, the following equations result 
,1 ,1
1 1
,1 ,1
1 1
,1
1 1 , 11 21
1 1
,1
, 12 22
1
                                                         
s s
p p
s s
p p
P P
d dA A p p s
p p p N p
p p
P
d dp p s
p N p
p
A e A e s A e A e e
s A e A e e
γ γ
γ γ
−+ − +
= =
−−
=
⎡ ⎤+ = + +
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤+
⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑
∑
 (3.46) 
,1 ,1
1 1
,1 ,1
1 1
,1
1 1 , 11 21
1 1
,1
, 12 22
1
                                                         
s s
p p
s s
p p
P P
d dA A p p s
p p p N p
p p
P
d dp p s
p N p
p
A h A h s A e A e h
s A e A e h
γ γ
γ γ
−+ − +
= =
−−
=
⎡ ⎤− = − +
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤−
⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑
∑
 (3.47) 
Dividing both sides of (3.43), (3.44), (3.46), and (3.47) by 1A
+  and letting 
 
1
p
p
A
R
A
−
+= …reflection coefficient at  0z =   interface (3.48) 
 
,
1
p N
p
s
T
A
+
+= …transmission coefficient at  Nz d=   interface (3.49) 
 
,
1
p N
p
s
r
A
−
+= …reflection coefficient at  Nz d=   interface (3.50) 
 
1
p
p
B
t
A
+
+= …transmission coefficient at  Nz d=   interface (3.51) 
yields, 
,1 ,1
1 1
,1 ,1
1 1
,1
1 11 21
1 1
,1
12 22
1
                                                         
s s
p p
s s
p p
P P
d dA A p p s
p p p p
p p
P
d dp p s
p p
p
e R e T A e A e e
r A e A e e
γ γ
γ γ
−
= =
−
=
⎡ ⎤+ = + +
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤+
⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑
∑
 (3.52) 
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,1 ,1
1 1
,1 ,1
1 1
,1
1 11 21
1 1
,1
12 22
1
                                                         
s s
p p
s s
p p
P P
d dA A p p s
p p p p
p p
P
d dp p s
p p
p
h R h T A e A e h
r A e A e h
γ γ
γ γ
−
= =
−
=
⎡ ⎤− = − +
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤−
⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑
∑
 (3.53) 
, ,
1 1 1
P P P
B s N s N
p p p p p p
p p p
t e T e r e
= = =
= +∑ ∑ ∑  (3.54) 
, ,
1 1 1
pP P
B s N s N
p p p p p p
p p p
t h T h r h
= = =
= −∑ ∑ ∑  (3.55) 
Equations (3.52) thru (3.55) represent four linearly independent equations, each 
possessing four unknown ratios ( pR , pT , pr , and pt ).  But, each equation has P (number 
of modes considered) occurrences, which equates to 4P unknowns.  Therefore, to make 
this system of equations “well-behaved,” there must be 4P equations to adequately solve 
for the 4P unknowns.   
3.3 Testing with Integral Operators 
As stated in the previous section, there must exist 4P linearly independent 
equations to solve for the 4P unknown ratios ( pR , pT , pr , and pt ).  In order to generate 
4P linearly independent equations, testing operators were selected based on mode 
orthogonality.  For example, the electric field testing function in (3.56) is orthogonal to 
the electric fields in all waveguide regions.  Similarly, the magnetic field testing function 
in (3.57) is orthogonal to the magnetic fields in all the waveguide regions.  The testing 
functions were then applied to (3.52) thru (3.55). 
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{ }
2 2
2 2
, 1, 2,3...
b a
A
l
b a
e dxdy l P
− −
⋅ =∫ ∫  (3.56) 
where: , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , '
, ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , '
 sin( )sin( )  cos( ) cos( )     ...  
-  sin( )sin( )  cos( ) cos( )      ...  
A A A A A A
y n x m y n x m x m y nA
l A A A A A A
x r x r y s y s x r y s
x k k x k y y k k x k y for TE
e
x k k x k y y k k x k y for TM
⎧ +⎪= ⎨
+⎪⎩
 
and, 
{ }
2 2
,
,
2 2
, 1, 2,3...
h w
s i s
TM l l
b w
Z h dxdy l P
− −
⋅ =∫ ∫  (3.57) 
where     
,
,
,
,
         ...  
   ...  
S
l
s i
TE ls
l S
l
s i
TM l
z e for TE
Z
h
z e for TM
Z
⎧ ×
⎪
⎪= ⎨
×⎪
⎪
⎩
 
It is important to note that the testing functions Ale  and 
s
lh  could be either TE or 
TM depending on the index l.  Index l is similar to index p as explained in Section 3.1.3 
such that l refers to the same ordered modes as p.  For example, given the set of modes 
ordered as 10TE , 30TE , 12TE , 12TM , 50TE , 32TE , and 32TM ,  1l =   implies selection of the 
10TE  mode just as  4l =   selects the 12TM  mode.  Having said this, the four possible 
mode combinations of inner-products within each testing operator are TE TE• , 
TE TM• , TM TE• , and TM TM• . 
Equation generation occurs when (3.52) and (3.54) are each separately inserted 
into (3.56), and (3.53) and (3.55) are each separately inserted into (3.57).  This insertion 
transforms (3.52) thru (3.55) into 
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where 1,2,3...l P=  
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where 1,2,3...l P=  
 
2 2 2 2 2 2
, ,
1 1 10 0 0 0 0 0
z d z dN N
lp lp lpD DC
b a b a b aP P P
A B A s N A s N
p l p p l p p l p
p p p
t e e dxdy T e e dxdy r e e dxdy
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(3.60) 
where 1,2,3...l P=  
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(3.61) 
where 1,2,3...l P=  
Letting 
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equations (3.58) thru (3.61) can be reduced and re-arranged to become 
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 (3.62) 
Equation (3.62) can be represented in partitioned-matrix form as 
1
1
0
0
0 0
0 0
N N
lp lp lp p l
lp lp lp p l
z d z d
lp lp lp p
lp lp lp p
C U V R C
F W Y T F
D D C r
P P F t
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− − −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
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 (3.63) 
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where lpC , N
z d
lpD
= , lpF , lpP , lpU , lpV , lpW , and lpY are PxP sub-matrices, and 1lC  and 1lF  
are Px1 sub-matrices.  
Now that the structure of the solution is in place, there remains the arduous task of 
resolving the eight inner-products lpC , 1lC , 
0z
lpD
= , Nz dlpD
= , lpF , 1lF , lpQ , and lpP .  Because 
the proofs to these inner-products are lengthy, the respective solutions are provided in 
Appendix A. 
3.4 Material Parameter Extraction. 
 The first step to extract the test sample’s constitutive parameters is to solve (3.63) 
for the coefficient ratios of (3.48) thru (3.51) via Gaussian elimination.  The theoretical 
solution presented thus far accounts for a finite number of higher-order modes excited at 
the  0z =   interface, but the only mode that is sensed at both measurement probes is the 
reflected and transmitted 10TE  mode.  Even though the higher-order modes exist and 
significantly affect the complex amplitude of the 10TE  mode, they quickly evanesce well 
in advance of either measurement probe.  Having said this, the ratios of interest are 1R  
and 1t , where 1R  and 1t  represent the theoretical reflection and transmission coefficients 
respectively for the 10TE  mode.  In terms of theoretical S-parameters,  ( )1 11 , ,thyR S ω ε μ=   
and  ( )1 21 , ,thyt S ω ε μ= .  To find 22thyS  and 12thyS , the material layers are flipped in order in 
the software and the material parameter extraction processed repeated. 
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 Now that 11
thyS , 12
thyS , 21
thyS , and 22
thyS  are known for an initial guess at the test 
sample’s constitutive parameters, the next step is to compare them to the measured S-
parameters 11
measS , 12
measS , 21
measS , and 22
measS  according to (3.64).   
( ) ( )
2
min , ,thy expi i
i
S Sω ε μ ω⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤−⎨ ⎬⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
∑   where 11,21,22,12i =  (3.64) 
If the difference between the theoretical and measured S-parameters is out of pre-
defined limits, a non-linear least-squares routine is used to adjust the initially guessed 
constitutive parameters until  11 11
thy measS S≈ ,  12 12
thy measS S≈ ,  21 21
thy measS S≈ ,  and  22 22
thy measS S≈   
within the predefined limits.  The constitutive parameters used to reach the equivalence 
are identified as the material’s constitutive parameters for the particular frequency.  This 
process is repeated for each measured frequency in an iterative manner until the 
material’s constitutive parameters are calculated across the measured spectrum.   
 The entire process mentioned in this chapter has been programmed using Matlab® 
Version 7.  The application specific function used to solve (3.64) is the non-linear least-
squares algorithm (lsqnonlin.m), which is part of Matlab’s® Optimization Toolbox.   
3.5 Summary 
To adequately account for the higher-order modes excited at the  0z =   interface 
by the 2-D symmetrically reduced waveguide, modal-analysis was applied and broken up 
into three distinct tasks.  The end result of the three tasks was a partitioned matrix that 
when solved, provided the theoretical S-parameters for the particular test configuration 
and initially guessed at test sample constitutive parameters.  Once the theoretical S-
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parameters were calculated and the experimental S-parameters measured, an optimization 
routine was applied to the theoretical and measured data yielding the test sample’s 
constitutive parameters for the measured spectrum.  The heart of the optimization routine 
was Matlab’s® non-linear least-squares root search algorithm. 
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Figure 3-1 Cross-sectional view of 2-D stepped waveguide fixture looking at the 
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4. Results and Error Analysis 
 In order to validate the reduced aperture modal analysis solution discussed in 
previous chapters, an S-band (approximately 2.6 3.95GHz− ) waveguide fitted with 
custom designed, reduced aperture sample holders was used as a proof-of-concept 
demonstration.  Because the solution developed in this effort targets low-frequency 
applications using much larger waveguides, the user-friendly, Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) based, Matlab® program developed to process the experimental measured data can 
be easily modified to accommodate any rectangular waveguide geometry and varying 
(both 1-D and 2-D) reduced apertures.  
 For the test configuration, sample holders that reduce the S-band waveguide’s 
cross-sectional area by 25%, 50%, and 75% were used.  Test samples consisted of acrylic 
and magnetic radar absorbing material (MRAM).  The reduced aperture results will be 
compared to the full-aperture data to verify the solution’s accuracy.  Furthermore, 
reduced aperture results will be computed and plotted using an increasing number of 
higher-order modes to demonstrate convergence to the known, full-aperture, material 
parameters. 
 As every experimental measurement process includes a certain degree of error, an 
error analysis of the measured data was performed.   The greatest contributors of 
uncertainty in this particular measurement process were determined to be reduced 
aperture dimensions (height and/or width), sample placement, and S-parameters 
measured by the HP8510B Network Analyzer.  The respective error bounds were 
included in the processed results.     
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4.1 Reduced Aperture Experimental Setup 
The reduced aperture experimental setup is as shown in Figure 4-1 with the 
WR284 (S-band) waveguide connected to a HP8510B via coaxial cables.  The reduced 
aperture sample holders were aligned with the S-band waveguide using precision 
alignment pins to correctly align the waveguide’s walls to the aperture’s walls.  Each 
sample holder had S-band through-hole bolt patterns to facilitate mating the S-band 
waveguide to the sample holder.   
The three sample holders used to validate the reduced aperture modal-analysis 
technique are shown in Figure 4-2.  The left-most sample holder has dimensions of 
2.46" 1.16"×  and reduces the S-band feed waveguide cross-sectional area by 25%.  The 
middle sample holder has dimensions of 2.01" .95"×  and reduces the S-band waveguide 
cross-sectional area by 50%.  Finally, the right-most sample holder has dimensions of 
1.42" .67"×  and reduces the S-band waveguide cross-sectional area by 75%. 
Before any reduced aperture measurements were taken, a full 2-port thru, reflect, 
line (TRL) calibration was performed to establish the measurement planes at 0z =  and 
Nz d=  (see Figures 3-2 and 3-3).   
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Figure 4-1.  Experimental setup showing the WR284 waveguide connected to an 
HP8510B Network Analyzer via coaxial cables.  The reduced-aperture sample holder is 
mounted between the waveguide feeds using precision alignment pins. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2  S-band reduced aperture sample holders.  From left to right are: 25% 
( 2.46" 1.16"× ) reduced waveguide sample holder, 50% ( 2.01" .95"× ) reduced waveguide 
sample holder and the 75% (1.42" .67"× ) reduced waveguide sample holder.   
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4.2 Error Analysis 
To adequately account for the test sample dimensions and placement 
measurement errors, a differential error analysis was performed similar to the 1-D 
waveguide reduction effort [10] and is provided for the interested reader.  With the 
estimated permittivity written as a function of thickness  and placement p , 
 ( ) ( ), ,p j pε ε ε′ ′′= −  (4.1) 
the Taylor series expansion of the real part around the point ( ),o op  is given as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,, , o o o oo o o o
p p
p p p p
p
ε ε
ε ε
′ ′∂ ∂
′ ′+ Δ + Δ = + Δ + Δ +
∂ ∂
…  (4.2) 
where Δ  is the uncertainty in the measured thickness o , and pΔ  is the uncertainty in 
placement at the location op .  For relatively small Δ  and pΔ , the higher-order terms of 
the Taylor series expansion can be neglected and the change in the real permittivity can 
be represented as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,, , o o o oexact o o o o approx
p p
p p p p
p
ε ε
ε ε ε ε
′ ′∂ ∂
′ ′ ′ ′Δ = + Δ + Δ − ≈ Δ + Δ = Δ
∂ ∂
 (4.3) 
Next, the partial derivatives can be approximated (again assuming small Δ  and pΔ ) by 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,o o o o o o o o o o
p p p
p p
ε ε ε
ε ε ε
′ ′ ′∂ + Δ −
′ ′ ′Δ = Δ ≈ Δ = + Δ −
∂ Δ
 (4.4) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,o o o o o op o o o o
p p p p
p p p p p
p p
ε ε ε
ε ε ε
′ ′ ′∂ + Δ −
′ ′ ′Δ = Δ ≈ Δ = + Δ −
∂ Δ
 (4.5) 
In general, Δ  and pΔ  can be positive or negative values.  For small relative 
perturbations, the respective errors ε ′Δ  and pε ′Δ  will be symmetric about the 
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unperturbed ( ),o opε ′ .  However, for larger perturbations, the symmetry will start to 
break down and the errors generated by the positive and negative values must be 
computed separately to determine the worst-case contributions. 
It should also be clear that independent material parameter extractions for the 
perturbations in the measured thickness and placement of the test sample can be 
conducted and then combined to determine the overall error bounds related to those 
specific uncertainties.  In combining the results, the triangle inequality is used to form an 
approximation of the worst-case errors in the real permittivity 
 approx p pε ε ε ε ε ε′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′Δ = Δ = Δ + Δ ≤ Δ + Δ  (4.6) 
The triangle inequality is generally applied to vectors with the geometric interpretation 
that the sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is always greater than the length 
of the remaining side.  In this case, where , pε ε′ ′Δ Δ  are scalar quantities, the inequality is 
simply used to prevent cancellation between positive and negative error contributions.  
It must be noted that often independent error contributions are added in 
quadrature [4] (i.e., 2 2( ) ( )pε ε ε′ ′ ′Δ = Δ + Δ ), but that assumes normally distributed 
errors where the sum of all deviations around the nominally measured values are 
negligible.  In addition, the least-squares optimization algorithm tends to further 
exacerbate the problem, thus favoring the worst-case approach.  Finally, the error 
analyses for the imaginary permittivity and real and imaginary permeability follow in a 
similar manner.  The third source of error accounted for in this error analysis was the 
uncertainty associated with the HP8510B Network analyzer.  The associated error values 
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relating to this type of measurement were provided in the analyzer’s documentation and 
used in the error analysis. 
4.3 Reduced Aperture Results for Acrylic Test Sample 
The acrylic samples characterized during this were a clear plexiglass-type 
material that exhibited almost pure dielectric characteristics with very little loss and no 
magnetic properties as observed when tested using the full-aperture method.  In fact, the 
results from the full aperture measurements taken with this material closely matched 
documented [7] constitutive parameters for polystyrene.   
A key benefit to using acrylic apart from its well-documented constitutive 
parameters is the fact that it is easy to machine due to its rigid properties.  The acrylic 
samples used in all measurements were machined to superior precision providing a very 
tight fit when inserted into the respective sample holder’s aperture.  This feature 
minimized error induced from gaps.  For the reduced aperture measurements, the acrylic 
samples were machined to match the sample holder’s uniform thickness (.254 in.) 
exactly.   
The first measurement was conducted using the 25% reduction sample holder.  
This sample holder minimized the feeding S-band waveguide cross-sectional dimensions 
from 2.84" 1.34"×  to 2.46" 1.16"×  realizing a 25% cross-sectional area reduction. 
Because the test samples were machined to match the sample holder’s uniform thickness 
(.254 in.), the test sample was mounted flush on both sides with respect to the sample 
holder.  From an error analysis perspective, this attribute was attractive because it 
reduced the placement uncertainty to zero.  Figure 4-3 shows that approximately 20 
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modes were required to converge to the full-aperture solution.  This implies that the 
energy distributed into the higher-order modes must be accounted for to accurately 
characterize the material. 
The second measurement was conducted using the 50% reduction sample holder.  
This sample holder minimized the feeding S-band waveguide cross-sectional dimensions 
from 2.84" 1.34"×  to 2.01" .95"×  realizing a 50% cross-sectional area reduction.  Figure 
4-4 shows that approximately 20 modes were required to converge to the full-aperture 
solution.   
The third and last acrylic measurement used the 75% reduction sample holder.  
This sample holder minimized the feeding S-band waveguide cross-sectional dimensions 
from 2.84" 1.34"×  to 1.42" .67"×  realizing a 75% cross-sectional area reduction.  By 
inspecting Figure 4-5, it is evident that the modal-analysis solution was unable to 
converge to the full-aperture results and displayed an approximate 11% degree of error.  
This error was caused by the 75% reduced aperture acting like a filter at the higher 
frequencies such that all of the energy launched into region A effectively transmitted 
through the aperture leaving very little energy to be reflected back to the launcher probe.  
From an S-parameter perspective, S12 and S21 approached unity, whereas S11 and S22 
approached zero at the higher end of the S-band spectrum. 
As mentioned earlier, the acrylic test material demonstrated little to no electric 
loss or magnetic properties during the full-aperture material characterization.  With this 
in mind, the permittivity imaginary component and complex permeability were not 
provided in this section as they were not considered value-added.   
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Figure 4-3.  Real permittivity for acrylic test sample mounted in the 2.46" 1.16"× , 25% 
reduction sample holder.  Approximately 20 modes are required for convergence to the 
full-aperture baseline. 
 
 
Figure 4-4.  Real permittivity for acrylic test sample mounted in the 2.01" .95"× , 50% 
reduction sample holder.  Approximately 20 modes are required for convergence to the 
full-aperture baseline. 
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Figure 4-5.  Real permittivity for acrylic test sample mounted in the1.42" .67"× , 75% 
reduction sample holder.  Approximate 11% error caused by uncorrectable scratches and 
blemishes on sample’s surface.   
 
4.4 Reduced Aperture Results for MRAM Test Sample 
In order to subject the reduced aperture modal-analysis solution to a more realistic 
scenario, a MRAM test sample was chosen that is considerably more complex and lossy 
than acrylic.  The same steps that were used to electromagnetically characterize acrylic in 
the 25%, 50%, and 75% reduction sample holders were used to test the MRAM sample.  
Unlike the acrylic test sample placement where the sample was flush on both sides of the 
sample holder, the thinner MRAM test samples were flush on only the front side ( 0z += ) 
of the sample holder.  The remainder of the sample holder was vacant of material, leaving 
free-space as the filling medium.   
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The results for the MRAM characterized in the 25% reduced aperture sample 
holder are compared to the full-aperture data in Figures 4-6 and 4-7.  The permittivity 
deviated from the ideal full-aperture permittivity because the sample’s inability to 
maintain a rigid planar posture within the sample holder.  This non-planar posture also 
created gaps between the sample holder and sample material.  Because the sample 
holder’s width (.253 in.) was so thin, it could not accommodate sample support 
structures.  The full-aperture measurements were conducted using known materials as 
supporting structures on both sides of the test sample as the full-aperture sample holder 
width (1.2 in.) could handle multiple structures.   The error in permeability was also a 
result of the sample’s inability to maintain a rigid planar posture within the sample 
holder.     
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 show the results for the MRAM characterized in the 50% 
reduced aperture sample holder and compares the data to the full-aperture results.  
Similar to the 25% waveguide reduction results, both the permittivity and permeability 
experienced an error caused by the sample’s non-planar posture and subsequent gaps 
within the sample holder. 
Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show the results for the MRAM characterized in the 75% 
reduced aperture sample holder and compares the data to the full-aperture results.  Again, 
error was introduced by the non-planar posture and gaps within the sample holder.  
Similar to the 75% acrylic measurements, the minimal energy reflected back into region 
A approached the noise floor causing additional error.  
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Figure 4-6.  Permittivity of MRAM test sample mounted in 2.46" 1.16"× , 25% reduction 
sample holder.   
 
Figure 4-7.  Permeability of MRAM test sample mounted in 2.46" 1.16"× , 25% 
reduction sample holder.   
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Figure 4-8.  Permittivity of MRAM test sample mounted in the 2.01" .95"× , 50% 
reduction sample holder. 
 
 
Figure 4-9.  Permeability of MRAM test sample mounted in the 2.01" .95"× , 50% 
reduction sample holder.  
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Figure 4-10 Permittivity of MRAM test sample mounted in the1.42" .67"× , 75% 
reduction sample holder. 
 
 
Figure 4-11 Permeability of MRAM test sample mounted in the1.42" .67"× , 75% 
reduction sample holder. 
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4.5 Summary 
Acrylic and MRAM test samples mounted in 2-D reduced-width S-band sample 
holders were used to verify the modal analysis technique.  The acrylic results were 
excellent, but there was a certain degree of error associated with the MRAM 
measurements caused by the sample’s inability to maintain a rigid planar posture within 
the sample holder and related gaps.  The 75% reduction measurements were found to be 
degraded as the minimal energy transmitted into Region B approached the noise floor of 
the Network Analyzer, thus corrupting the S21 measured data. 
It was shown that the number of higher-order modes required for convergence is 
directly related to the degree of width reduction to the sample holder.  Finally, a 
differential error analysis was presented to form error bounds related to human errors in 
measurement of test sample thickness and placement. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations 
A 2-D stepped-waveguide technique was developed to extract permittivity and 
permeability of smaller test samples mounted in a larger rectangular waveguide 
measurement system.  A mode-matching technique was implemented that accounted for 
higher-order transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes excited by the 
discontinuity at the reduced aperture.  The sample permittivity and permeability were 
iteratively solved via a MatLab-based nonlinear least-squares algorithm used to compare 
the theoretical S-parameters from the modal analysis solution to the actual measured S-
parameters obtained from the HP8510B Network Analyzer. 
The reduced-aperture material characterization technique was experimentally 
verified for non-magnetic materials through comparisons of 25% and 50% reduced 
waveguide measurements of acrylic to full-aperture acrylic measurements.  MRAM was 
used to verify the modal analysis solution could simultaneously extract both permittivity 
and permeability of magnetic materials.  Comparing reduced aperture measurements to 
full-aperture measurements validated the modal-analysis solution for both non-magnetic 
and magnetic materials. The comparisons also indicated that approximately 20 higher-
order modes were required to converge to the full-aperture results.   
A differential error analysis conducted on test sample thickness and placement 
uncertainties explained most of the discrepancies from the full-aperture baselines noted 
during the MRAM testing.   
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5.1 Future Research 
In contrast to the problems associated with low-frequency material 
characterization, high-frequency material characterization is not without its own set of 
constraints.  For example, measuring a material’s constitutive parameters in the S-band 
demands that the sample size be cut to standard S-band waveguide (WR284) cross-
sectional dimensions (2.84 inches by 1.3.4 inches).  Similarly, measuring a material’s 
constitutive parameters in the X-band requires the sample size be cut to standard X-band 
waveguide (WR90) cross-sectional dimensions (.9 inches by .4 inches).  As the tested 
band increases in frequency, the sample’s dimensions are further reduced.   
 A solution to this problem would be to use a single test sample to measure 
multiple high-frequency radar bands via a waveguide expansion configuration.  A modal 
analysis solution similar to the method developed in this effort could be used to 
accommodate the higher-order modes within the various waveguide regions.  
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Appendix A  Proofs of Inner-Products 
A.1   Proof for Clp 
For the inner-product represented by lpC , there are four possible combinations of 
inner-products (i.e. TE TE• , TE TM• , TM TE• , and TM TM• ).  If both Ale  and 
A
pe  
are TE, the inner-product results in 
( )
( )
2
,
2 2
2
,
0 0
...    0
8
...    0
16
0               ...  
Ao
c p
b a
TE TE A A A
lp l p c p
ab k if l p and n
abC e e dxdy k if l p and n
if l p
•
⎧ = =⎪
⎪
⎪= ⋅ = = ≠⎨
⎪
≠⎪
⎪⎩
∫ ∫  (A.1) 
If Ale  TE and 
A
pe  TM, the inner-product results in 
2 2
0 0
0
b a
TE TM A A
lp l pC e e dxdy
• = ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.2) 
If Ale  TM and 
A
pe  TE, the inner-product results in 
2 2
0 0
0
b a
TM TE A A
lp l pC e e dxdy
• = ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.3) 
And, if both Ale  and 
A
pe  are TM, the inner-product results in 
( )22 2 ,
0 0
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16
0       ...  
b a A
TM TM A A c p
lp l p
ab k if l p
C e e dxdy
if l p
•
⎧ =⎪= ⋅ = ⎨
⎪ ≠⎩
∫ ∫  (A.4) 
Therefore, lpC  will always be a PxP matrix with non-diagonal elements equal to 
zero, and the diagonal elements equal to the results from either (A.1) or (A.4).   
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A.2   Proof for Cl1 
For the inner-product represented by 1lC , there are only two possible 
combinations of inner-products as p=1 for all cases.  Because Ape  is restricted to 1
Ae , the 
inner product combinations are either 10TE TE•  or 10TM TE• .  If 
A
le  is TE, the inner-
product 1lC  results in 
( )10
22 2
,1
1 1
0 0
...  1
8
0             ...  
b a A
TE TE A A c
l l
ab k if l p
C e e dxdy
if l p
•
⎧ = =⎪= ⋅ = ⎨
⎪ ≠⎩
∫ ∫  (A.5) 
And, if Ale  is TM, the inner-product 1lC  results in 
10
2 2
1 1
0 0
0
b a
TM TE A A
l lC e e dxdy
• = ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.6) 
Therefore, matrix 1lC  will be Px1 in form with only the first element being equal 
to (A.5).  All other elements besides the first element will be equal to zero.  It is 
important to note that 1lC  is merely the first column from matrix lpC .   
A.3   Proof for Qlp 
For the inner-product represented by lpQ , there are also four possible 
combinations of inner-products.  If both slh  and 
,1s
ph  are TE, the inner-product becomes 
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If slh  TE and 
,1s
ph  TM, inner-product lpQ  becomes 
2 2
, ,1
,
0 0
0
h w
TE TM s i s s
lp TM l l pQ Z h h dxdy
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If slh  TM and 
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ph  TE, inner-product lpQ  becomes 
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Finally, if both slh  and 
,1s
ph  are TM, inner-product lpQ  becomes 
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Similar to lpC , lpQ  will also be a PxP matrix with all non-diagonal elements equal 
to zero, and diagonal elements equal to the results from (A.7) or (A.10). 
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A.4   Proof for Plp 
Inner-product lpP  has a solution almost identical to inner-product lpQ  with the 
only differences being terms 1ε  and 
,1s
pγ .  Therefore, if both 
s
lh  and 
,s N
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If slh  TE and 
,s N
ph  TM, inner-product lpP  becomes 
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A.5   Proof for Dlp 
For Dlp, there are also four possible combinations of inner-products.  Before the 
results are provided for the four mode combinations, there are a few identities derived to 
make the answers more manageable.  Therefore, let 
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Although the identities provided are constructed for the TE-TE case, they are 
compatible to the TE-TM, TM-TE, and TM-TM cases.  For example , '
A
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where ,1spγ  and 1μ  are the propagation constant and permeability of the first layer (see 
Figure 3.2). 
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If Ale  TM and 
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If both Ale  and 
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The solution to each combination of Nz dlpD
=  is almost identical to the respective 
solution for 0zlpD
=  with the only difference being in the terms ,1spγ  and 1μ .  For example,  
,s N
pγ  and Nμ  , which are the propagation constant and permeability of the N
th layer (see 
Figure 3.2), will be used in the solution for Nz dlpD
=  versus ,1spγ  and 1μ .  As such, the 
identities (i.e. A1,A2,B1, and B2) provided for 0zlpD
=  are again used for Nz dlpD
= .   
A.6   Proof for Flp 
For the inner-product represented by lpF , there are also four possible 
combinations of inner-products.  Before the results are provided for the four mode 
combinations, there is another set of identities derived to make the answers more 
manageable.  Therefore, let 
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Although the identities were derived for the TE-TE case, they are compatible for 
the other three cases (i.e. TE-TM, TM-TE, and TM-TM).  If both slh  and 
A
ph  are TE, the 
inner-product lpF  results in 
( ) ( )2 2 , ' , 1 2 , ' , 1 2,
,
,0 0
s A s Ah w
x m x m y n y nTE TE s i s A
lp TM l l p A
TE p
k k B B k k A A
F Z h h dxdy
Z
• += ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.19)
If slh  TE and 
A
ph  TM, inner-product lpF  results in 
( ) ( )2 2 , ' , 1 2 , ' , 1 2,
,
,0 0
s A s Ah w
y n x r x m y sTE TM s i s A
lp TM l l p A
TM p
k k A A k k B B
F Z h h dxdy
Z
• −= ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.20)
If slh  TM and 
A
ph  TE, inner-product lpF  results in 
( ) ( )2 2 , ' , 1 2 , ' , 1 2,
,
,0 0
s A s Ah w
x r y n y s x mTM TE s i s A
lp TM l l p A
TE p
k k A A k k B B
F Z h h dxdy
Z
• −= ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.21)
If both slh  and 
A
ph  are TM, inner-product lpF  results in 
( ) ( )2 2 , ' , 1 2 , ' , 1 2,
,
,0 0
s A s Ah w
y s y s x r x rTM TM s i s A
lp TM l l p A
TM p
k k B B k k A A
F Z h h dxdy
Z
• += ⋅ =∫ ∫  (A.22)
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Appendix B Sample Holder Drawings 
Reducing the waveguide’s cross sectional area by “P” percent was accomplished by 
selecting an aperture having the same aspect ratio as the feed waveguide, centered on the 
cross-sectional axes of the feed waveguide (see Figure B-1), and having a cross-sectional 
area equal to P% of the feed waveguide.  Based on these criteria, the sample holder’s 
aperture dimensions were calculated using (B.1) and (B.2). 
1h b P= −  (B.1) 
1w a P= −  (B.2) 
 
σ →∞
,sample sampleε μ
sJsJ sJ sJsJ sJ
sJsJ
 
Figure B-1 Cross-sectional view of 2-D stepped waveguide aperture 
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B.1   25% Waveguide Reduction Sample Holder/Flange 
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B.2   50% Waveguide Reduction Sample Holder/Flange 
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B.3   75% Waveguide Reduction Sample Holder/Flange 
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B.4   Other Equipment 
 
Description Model Number 
Hewlett-Packard Network Analyzer HP8510B 
Hewlett-Packard S-Parameter Test Set HP8515A 
Maury Microwave Waveguide Calibration Kit S7007H Option 14 
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Figure B-1 Cross-sectional view of 2-D stepped waveguide aperture ........................... B-1 
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